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ABSTRACT

Collective communication has been an important component of the

UPC standard since 2005 when it was introduced as part of the

UPC Specification version 1.2. In this paper we present an eval-

uation of the UPC collective operations currently implemented by

the IBM xlUPC compiler on the novel Power7IH (P7IH) architec-

ture[14]. The Power7 IH (P7IH) is one of IBM’s latest generation

of supercomputers. It has a hierarchical organization consisting of

simultaneous multithreading (SMT) within a core, multiple cores

per processor, multiple processors per node (SMP), and multiple

SMPs per cluster. A low latency/high bandwidth network with spe-

cialized accelerators is used to interconnect the SMP nodes (also

called octants).

We discuss how collectives take advantage of the hardware fea-

tures available on this machine to provide scalable performance

when using up to 47000 cores. We discuss limitations of the stan-

dard UPC collectives and provide a performance evaluation of a

novel proposed set of collectives designed to address these limita-

tions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Collective communication primitives are an integral part of a

modern parallel programming language and library. Collectives

express complex combinations of data movement, synchronization

and computation, and have become important building blocks used

when developing large scale parallel applications. They are often

critical for the overall performance of the applications using them.

Collectives performance is often evaluated during procurement of

leadership class capability machines; consequently hardware ven-

dors innovate both at the hardware and software level to improve

these measurements.

The UPC language, as specified in the 1.2 version of the standard

[20], includes a collective library providing common operations

like barrier, reduce, broadcast, gather, scatter, etc. In this paper

we present a performance evaluation for the IBM xlUPC collec-

tives and discuss various compiler, runtime and hardware features

we exploited to improve overall performance and scalability.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we describe the per-
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formance of the collective operations provided by the IBM xlUPC

compiler. We discuss implementation optimizations and include

experimental results on up to 47k processor cores.

Next we discuss limitations of the collective operations as spec-

ified by 1.2 UPC Standard. We show how these limitations nega-

tively impact performance and productivity forcing either the pro-

grammers or the compiler writers to perform custom optimizations.

We describe two novel compiler optimizations deployed within IBM

xlUPC to overcome substantial performance degradation incurred

by some very simple communication patterns.

Finally, we show how collectives 2.0 as proposed in [4] can ad-

dress these inefficiencies without compiler help, leading to better

application performance and better expressivity.

2. RELATEDWORK
Evaluating the performance of various UPC implementations has

been the focus of numerous publications [8, 10, 12]. These dis-

cuss either point to point operations like shared memory reads or

writes, or whole applications or benchmarks (NPB, BenchC, etc).

Comparatively there is less focus on collective operations by them-

selves. In this paper we look at the performance of xlUPC collec-

tives discussing various performance optimization, limitations of

the current collectives and an evaluation of a novel proposed inter-

face.

In [17] the authors present a comprehensive evaluation of two

UPC compilers, GNUUPC and Berkley UPC, on a cluster of SMPs

evaluating distributed, shared memory and hybrid mode of execu-

tions. The authors deployed their own kernels similar to Intel MPI

collectives benchmark. In [10] the UPC (GNU UPC and Berkley

UPC) collectives are evaluated in the context of a multicore archi-

tecture. The authors of [11] discuss the performance of UPC collec-

tives tuned for Linux/Myrinet and compare them with the default

Berkley implementation.

Various papers [15] discuss implementation trade-offs and per-

formance improvements for various UPC collectives. The authors

of [19] present a set of collectives optimized for PERCS architec-

ture. While they were initially implemented as part of the IBM

xlUPC runtime they were migrated into PAMI, the IBM messaging

library.

UPC collective semantics differ slightly from MPI collective se-

mantics. UPC collectives also lack some important concepts that

MPI provides. These limitations have been previously discussed in



[4]. In this paper, in Section 6, we summarize the limitations and

we include a performance evaluation of an implementation of the

collective library as introduced in [4]. We show that the new in-

terface enables both expressivity and better performance for some

common programming patterns developed for MPI.

3. XLUPC COLLECTIVES
The IBM xlUPC compiler is currently available on the IBMPower7

systems. The complete set of collective operations, as specified by

the UPC standard version 1.2, is supported. In this section we dis-

cuss implementation details and factors affecting their performance

when employed on a novel supercomputer architecture like P7IH

[14].

UPC collectives are implemented completely within the runtime

system and the compiler redirects UPC calls to runtime entries

with only some minimal analysis in certain situations. In turn the

runtime transforms UPC pointers-to-shared to regular pointers and

calls appropriate collectives within PAMI, the IBM latest messag-

ing library.

3.1 PAMI
The Parallel Active Messaging Interface (PAMI [2]) is a compo-

nent of the IBM core system software stack for parallel program-

ming that includes products like PESSL [3], the engineering and

scientific subroutine library), GPFS the general parallel file system,

the MPI library as well as the UPC[20] and X10[7] compilers.

PAMI provides support for non blocking point to point active

messages and collectives. The library is not targeted at end users,

but is rather intended for system programmers; developers of run-

time systems for programing languages and paradigms like MPI,

OpenMP, X10, UPC, etc. In terms of collectives the PAMI li-

brary supports multiple algorithmic options for a given operation

and higher level run time systems are left with the decision of se-

lecting the best choice.

In the current release of the xlUPC runtime all collective calls

are redirected to corresponding PAMI calls, similar to other parallel

programming languages and libraries like OpenShmem, MPI, X10

or CoArray Fortran. Historically, a lot of innovation that happened

within the UPC runtime has been migrated to PAMI library thus

becoming available to other products as well.

Through tight integration with PAMI the UPC collectives can ex-

ploit the various hardware characteristics that a modern supercom-

puter architecture employ. These are large shared memory nodes,

fast interconnects and specialized hardware for collective accelera-

tion.

3.2 The MPP Benchmark
To evaluate the performance of a parallel machine using UPC

P2P and collective operations we employed the MPP benchmark

suite. The MPP benchmark code came to us as part of interaction

with IBM clients and is used in this paper with their permission.

MPP is dual-function source code: it can be compiled either as

shmem or UPC code. We describe four of the benchmarks next.

Alltoall: This measurement allocates a shared buffer, initializes

it with random data and then executes the equivalent of a global

matrix transpose using upc_memput transfers.

In addition to being used for measurement purposes, the all to

all communication phase is employed by all other benchmarks as

a “warmup exercise” and sanity check; the communication pattern

exercises all links in the interconnect and warms up caches.

Barrier: This benchmark performs a timed loop of barrier in-

vocations performed by all threads. Average barrier latency is re-

ported.

1 /∗ mpp accumu la t e ∗ /

2 i n t 6 4 mpp_accum_long ( i n t 6 4 v a l )
3 {
4 s h a r e d s t a t i c u i n t 6 4 s r c [THREADS] ;
5 s h a r e d s t a t i c u i n t 6 4 d s t ;
6 s r c [MYTHREAD] = v a l ;
7 upc_a l l _ r educeUL (&ds t , s r c , UPC_ADD,
8 THREADS, 1 , NULL,
9 UPC_IN_ALLSYNC |UPC_OUT_ALLSYNC ) ;

10 re turn d s t ;
11 }
12 / / main

13 do_a l l 2 a l l _wa rmup ( . . . ) ;
14 / / s t a r t t imed loop

15 f o r ( i =0 ; i < n _ i t e r a t i o n s ;++ i )
16 mpp_accum_long ( . . . ) ;

Figure 1: Reduce Benchmark

1 void mpp_broadcas t (TYPE ∗ ds t , TYPE ∗ s r c ,
2 i n t 6 4 nelem , i n t 6 4 r o o t )
3 {
4 u p c _ a l l _ b r o a d c a s t ( d s t , &s r c [ r o o t ] ,
5 nelem ∗ s i z e o f ( u i n t 6 4 ) ,
6 UPC_IN_ALLSYNC |UPC_OUT_ALLSYNC ) ;
7 }
8 / / main

9 do_a l l 2 a l l _wa rmup ( . . . ) ;
10 f o r ( ne lems =4; nelems <100000; n∗2)
11 / / s t a r t t imed loop f o r each i n p u t s i z e

12 f o r ( i =0 ; i < n _ i t e r a t i o n s ;++ i )
13 mpp_broadcas t ( d s t , s r c , nelems , i%THREADS) ;

Figure 2: Broadcast

In general the UPC barrier requires a check to be performed on

an optional input argument to ensure proper barrier matching across

different threads. For this reason the xlUPC barrier is actually im-

plemented as a PAMI short allreduce operation, not a barrier.

Allreduce: The code for this benchmark is included in Figure 1.

The benchmark performs a loop consisting of the following opera-

tions: reduce a set of values from a shared array to a shared scalar

integer, and return said shared value to all calling threads. The re-

turn of a shared value as a local value to all threads is a covert form

of broadcast. Implemented naively (i.e. with assignments) this op-

eration can lead to major performance degradation.

We believe that the particular way in which the operation is ex-

pressed reflects the fundamental inadequacy of the upc_all_reduce

operation in the UPC specification. In any case the current formula-

tion of the benchmark presents a major performance and scalability

challenge to the UPC compiler.

Broadcast: The code for this benchmark is included in Figure

2 and it evaluates the performance of the broadcast collective for

various data sizes (powers-of-two word buffers up to a given maxi-

mum size). Average wall time (in secs), per thread bandwidth, and

aggregate (per job) bandwidth are reported. For each iteration the

root is randomly chosen.

For reduce and broadcast the UPC_IN_ALLSYNC, UPC_OUT_ALLSYNC

flags are used in the benchmark. This increases execution time.

3.3 UPC Collective Specialization for Shared
Memory

A first set of optimizations employed at the xlUPC runtime level

exploits the shared memory nodes available on most modern clus-
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Figure 3: Barrier and Reduce: Shared memory versus point to point.
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Figure 4: Allreduce and Broadcast: Shared memory versus point to point

ters. P7IH [9, 14] systems employ a hierarchical cluster-of-SMP

design allowing highly scalable deployments of up to 512K pro-

cessor cores. The basic compute node of the P7IH consists of four

Power7 (P7) CPUs and a HUB chip[16], all managed by a single

OS instance. The HUB provides the network connectivity between

the four P7 Chips participating in the cache coherence protocol.

Additionally the HUB acts as a switch supporting communication

with other HUBs in the system. There is no additional communi-

cation hardware present in the system (no switches). Each P7 CPU

has 8 cores and each core can run four hardware threads (SMT)

thus leading to a 32 core, 128 threads, and up to 512GB shared

memory nodes.

Shared memory support in PAMI (and therefore UPC) is enabled

when multiple UPC threads run in the same O/S image. These

UPC threads can communicate with each other by using System V

shared memory instead of mediated by the network device. In Fig-

ures 3 and 4 we include experimental results showing the perfor-

mance of four collectives comparing the shared memory optimized

version relative to the point to point generic implementation using

network communication.

Figure 3(a) shows the performance for barrier and we observe

that the shared memory version achieves 4µs on 32 threads and

a linear increase in execution time as threads doubles from 2 to

32. The linear increase with the number of threads is expected as

the algorithm employed is logarithmic and each doubling of the

number of threads increases the depth of the tree by one. The jump

in execution time as we go from 32 to 64 threads is due to the

fact that the 32 physical cores available in the P7IH compute node,

run now two hardware threads, thus incurring a small additional

overhead. The point to point version of the barrier scales well but

relative to the shared memory version it is double the time on 32

threads running on 32 cores. The same performance difference is

visible as we employ two hardware threads per core. As a reference

point the POSIX threads barrier is 169 µs on 32 threads.

Figure 3(b) depicts the performance for UPC reduce. The op-

eration performed is UPC_SUM and the type of element is long.

In this case the result of the reduction is available only on thread

zero. We notice a similar scaling behavior as with the barrier except

that the execution times are higher. The benchmark the higher exe-

cution time is mainly due to the fact that the UPC_IN_ALLSYNC,

UPC_OUT_ALLSYNC flags are used which in turn forces internally

two extra barrier invocations.

Figure 4(a) shows the performance for the allreduce kernel in-

troduced in Section 3.2. The performance on 32 threads is 9µs and

this reflects the composition of all the collectives involved in the all

reduce operation as described in Section 3.2.
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In Figure 4(b) we include the performance for the broadcast op-

eration for both shared memory optimized version and point to

point. The point to point collective performs faster than the shared

memory one when using two threads. This is due to the fact that the

shared memory performs an extra copy in a temporary buffer and

this operation is not amortized for this low number of threads. For

more than two threads the shared memory optimized version how-

ever performs better. On 32 threads for example the shared memory

achieves 1200 MB/s per thread while the point to point version is

only 500 MB/s per thread.

3.4 UPC Collective Specialization for CAU
The CAU unit integrated in the IBM P7IH HUB provides of-

fload and acceleration for broadcast and reduce up to 64 bytes of

data. For reduce, it supports NO-OP, SUM, MIN, MAX, AND, OR

and XOR operations with 32-bit/64-bit signed/unsigned fixed-point

operands or single/double precision floating-point operands. The

CAU device must be correctly initialized before deployment. Once

a collective topology (set of nodes) is decided on, PAMI builds a

tree of CAU devices. The maximum fan-out of the tree is 8 (de-

termined by limitations of the hardware). CAU hardware provides

one unit for each SMP node. That is, when multiple tasks on a node

are in the topology they need to elect a leader task to operate the

CAU. Up to 64 different CAU trees can co-exist in the same device,

and they can be used simultaneously. Each CAU packet carries an

identifier of the virtual topology it belongs to. Once a CAU tree is

established, any of the tasks attached to the tree can issue a broad-

cast as the root of the operation. Other tasks in the tree will receive

the data without any other software involvement. Reductions op-

erate in exactly the opposite manner: all tasks but the root send in

data which is combined by the CAU tree and delivered to the root.

In this section we evaluate the performance of UPC barrier when

using the CAU units available on the P7IH. UPC barriers are im-

plemented by PAMI short allreduce operations, which in turn are

implemented as a composition of a CAU reduction followed by a

CAU broadcast of the result.

Figure 5 shows the performance of the UPC barrier when using

CAU units only. As for the shared memory experiment the barrier is

actually implemented as an allreduce operation internally. For this

experiment we used a large P7IH cluster of up to 1451 SMP nodes

and we employ one UPC thread per SMP node, thus using only

one of the 32 cores/node. The CAU collectives are enabled using

the PAMI MP_COLLECTIVE_GROUPS environment variable. For

comparison purposes we include in the plot the performance of a

non-accelerated barrier implemented with point-to-point messages,

as well as 3 different CAU versions employing CAU trees that use

3, 5 or 6 connections per CAU node.

All CAU versions of barrier outperform the point to point ver-

sion. On 1451 SMP nodes point-to-point is around 70% slower

than the slowest CAU version and about 2.5 times slower than the

fastest CAU tree. As expected, the performance of the CAU col-

lective is affected by the number of children in the CAU tree; the

more connections per CAU node, the lower the operation latency.

The benefits of deploying the CAUs are most evident in low la-

tency operations. For operations requiring large bandwidth like

broadcast or reduction on large data the CAU unit may not perform

better than the point to point versions [19].

3.5 UPC Collectives at Scale
In this section we look at the performance of barrier, allreduce

and broadcast benchmarks scaled to 46432 P7IH cores; that is,

1451 SMP nodes, each running 1 thread in each of its 32 cores.

Figure 6(a) shows the performance for UPC barrier. As before,

we include performance for the non-accelerated version and for the

barrier employing the CAU unit. For the accelerated version we

show experimental results for three different CAU trees.

We observe good scalability for both the optimized and non-

optimized implementations of barrier. As expected, CAU accelera-

tion performs better than the default point-to-point implementation.

This trend is very similar with the CAU only performance reported

in Figure 5 as the barrier is a hybrid algorithm employing shared

memory in the node and CAU across nodes. For more details on

the internal algorithm employed by barrier please see [19].

In Figure 6(b) we show the performance for allreduce benchmark

as we scale the number of cores from 32 to 46342. The line marked

as Compiler Optimized shows the performance of the xlUPC

compiler with all optimization enabled. The read of the shared in-

teger that is part of the benchmark can be a bottleneck unless trans-

formed (by the compiler) into a PAMI broadcast operation. For

more details on this optimization consult Section 5.2. We observe

close to linear scaling as we double the number of threads, in line

with the logarithmic algorithms employed.

Figure 7 shows the performance of broadcast in terms of band-

width per thread, for three different buffer sizes: 1KB, 8KB and

98KB. For large buffers we see the bandwidth per thread slowly

decreasing as we increase the number of threads. The algorithm

employed is a P2P binomial algorithm whose execution time is log-

arithmic with the number of threads used. Since the broadcast is not
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Figure 6: The performance for UPC barrier and allreduce benchmark at scale
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Figure 7: UPC Broadcast at scale

pipelined, every doubling of the number of UPC threads causes the

depth of the binomial tree to increase by one, affecting execution

time and thus reducing measured bandwidth. As a reference point

for 1024, 8192 and 46432 threads the broadcast achieves 255, 193

and 144 MB/second per thread, respectively.

4. XLUPC SHARED MEMORYMODE
In this section we describe the way in which the IBM xlUPC

compiler and runtime use PAMI endpoints[18] to increase the effi-

ciency of shared memory execution.

UPC programs are executed in an SPMD execution model sim-

ilar to MPI. The UPC construct corresponding to an MPI task is a

“thread”, not to be confused with a POSIX thread - in most UPC

implementations UPC threads are actually mapped into processes.

With IBM’s xlUPC compiler we also provide an additional shared

memory mode of execution where a slightly different approach is

used. In this mode UPC threads map into POSIX threads. UPC

shared memory accesses devolve into loads and stores when exe-

cuted on the same SMP node. UPC shared memory is managed by

libc calls like malloc() and free().

When using the shared memory mode of execution the job launcher

(POE) is instructed to launch only one process per node, and the

UPC runtime has to figure out the number of threads to be launched

by dividing the desired number of UPC threads (specified, as per

the standard, in the UPC_NTHREADS environment variable) with

the number of processes running.

We evaluate the performance of the shared memory mode of ex-

ecution currently employed by xlUPC. As discussed in [18] we are

not arguing that shared memory model of execution provide inher-

ently better performance for collectives. By calling corresponding

PAMI implementations both the shared memory mode and the dis-

tributed mode should exhibit similar performance. The reason for

this is the fact that even when we are in the distributed mode col-

lectives underneath are optimized to use system V shared memory.

So the xlUPC shared memory mode of execution doesn’t bring any

additional optimizations opportunities for collectives. As we will

see in this section though there are additional performance oppor-

tunities for xlUPC at the runtime level.

In Figure 8(a) we compare the barrier latency of the Dist (dis-

tributed) and MultiEP (hybrid, multi-endpoint) setups for 32 to

1024 cores. In Figure 8 (b) we do the same for broadcast. For

broadcast we only report two data points: 32 cores and 1024 cores

- but we report for a variety of data sizes. As we notice the perfor-

mance between the two modes of execution is similar with small

variations in both directions. The main reason for the variations is

the fact that the lower layers employed by PAMI are completely

different for the two modes of executions and small differences on
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Figure 8: Distributed versus shared memory mode
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how shared variables are employed may lead to performance dif-

ferences. For example the performance dip in Figure 8(b) around

16 KByte buffer size - is explained by a hitherto unfixed bug in the

UPC runtime, which neglects to register memory for certain shared

arrays. Unregistered (unpinned) memory causes a performance loss

when PAMI decides to turn on the “rendezvous protocol” for large

messages, and engages RDMA. We are working to fix this bug in

the UPC runtime.

4.1 Reduction implemented in the language
In this section we evaluate the performance of the reduce oper-

ation as implemented in the UPC language itself using reads and

writes from shared arrays for synchronization. The goal of this ex-

periment is twofold. First we show the benefit of having collectives

implemented in the runtime. Second we show how a particular

algorithm can take advantage of the shared memory mode of exe-

cution. The algorithm consists of a number of phases equal to the

logarithm of the number of threads. For each phase a shared array

is used and in each phase threads correspondingly wait for data to

arrive before reducing with local data and writing data for the next

phase.

Such an implementation takes advantage of the shared memory

mode of execution because the communication from the first phases

of the algorithm can all be contained within the shared memory

node. When the communication is contained in the shared mem-

ory node, than currently the runtime bypasses calls to PAMI for

data transfer and data is written directly into the destination thread

memory.

In Figure 9 we show experimental results comparing the reduce

algorithm implemented in UPC when run in distributed and shared

memory mode. Additionally we include results for the UPC barrier

which, as we mentioned already, is implemented as allreduce (more

work than a simple reduce). We observe that the shared memory

mode do benefits this algorithm. When using 32 threads all five

communication phases are local and the benefit of the shared mem-

ory mode is maximum. As more nodes are used intra node commu-

nication is necessary and the benefits of the shared memory mode

diminishes. For comparison we also include the performance for

allreduce implemented in the runtime. Though a not direct com-

parison we observe than on 32 threads the shared memory mode is

fairly efficient the performance of the two algorithms being similar.

However as we increase the number of nodes the runtime version

performs much better than the language implemented version.



1 i n t 6 4 mpp_accum_long ( i n t 6 4 v a l )
2 {
3 s h a r e d s t a t i c u i n t 6 4 d s t ;
4 . . . / / code t h a t a s s i g n s a va l u e t o d s t

5 i n t 6 4 r e t = d s t ;
6 re turn r e t ;
7 }

(a) Original Code

1 i n t 6 4 mpp_accum_long ( i n t 6 4 v a l )
2 {
3 s h a r e d s t a t i c u i n t 6 4 d s t ;
4 . . . / / code t h a t a s s i g n s a va l u e t o d s t

5 i n t 6 4 r e t = d s t ;
6 re turn r e t ;
7 }

(b) Optimized

Figure 10: Optimizing shared scalars access

5. XLUPC COLLECTIVES LIMITATIONS
In this section we analyze two optimizations deployed by the

xlUPC to improve two scenarios commonly employed by UPC ap-

plications.

5.1 Barrier
An UPC barrier is often used to synchronize all threads of an

UPC application. Thus all threads are required to perform the bar-

rier invocation. It is often the case that a barrier has the same pro-

gram counter on all threads but this may not necessarily be always

the case. For example one may employ a barrier in an if then

else scenario and the code is fine as long both branches of the if

invoke the barrier. To help user in matching the barriers in different

threads properly the UPC introduced the notion of a barrier with an

expression as argument (e.g., upc_barrier expression; ).

In this situation the UPC application is required to check that the

expression matches across all threads. In case it doesn’t match, a

proper error message should be displayed and the application ter-

minates.

In the IBM xlUPC compiler the expression checking is performed

by replacing the barrier with an allreduce, an operation that often is

more expensive that just a simple barrier. Since the performance of

UPC barrier is critical we devised a simple compiler analysis that

can statically identify if a barrier is taken by all threads and with

the same expression. The analysis is conservative. If it succeeds in

proving that the expression is the same it replaces the allreduce call

to a simple barrier call. If it can’t be proved that the expression is

the same then the allreduce operation is employed.

We use the compiler analysis to identify syntactically matching

barrier statements that are executed by all threads consistently. We

introduce the concept of a collectivity property of statements or

control flow graph (CFG) edges of a program. The collectivity

property of a statement or a CFG edge is about whether a state-

ment is executed (or a CFG edge is entered) by all threads for the

same number of times. This property of a statement or CFG edge

can be used as a prerequisite to prove the legality of replacing a

generic barrier call with an optimized barrier version that has lower

latency.

5.2 Allreduce Pattern
A second optimization we identified and deployed within xlUPC

compiler is derived from the allreduce benchmark shown in Sec-

tion 3.2. We mentioned there that the benchmark allocates a shared

integer, followed by a reduction of data from a shared array into the

shared integer and returning the shared integer value to all threads.

A straightforward implementation of this code translate into the fol-

lowing sequence of operations: barrier, reduce, barrier

and read shared scalar from thread zero. The last step of this se-

quence is not scalable and performance for this kernel greatly de-

grades as we use an increasing number of threads.

Essentially what the reduce kernel achieves is an allreduce op-

eration where all threads get a copy of the reduction. Based on

our experience with UPC this pattern is commonly used. Thus we

employed a compiler optimization that replaces the shared scalar

reads from all threads with a broadcast operation. This way rather

than using a linear time operation in the number of threads we use

a logarithmic operation.

Collective Idiom Identification (i.e. Replacing a shared scalar

read operation with a broadcast operation). This optimization has

the goal of transforming operations that result in fine grained P2P

communication with a suitable collective operation. In particu-

lar the optimization scans each procedure in a UPC program to

seek for assignment statements that are concurrently executed by

all threads, and where the right end side of the assignment is a

shared scalar variable and the left end side of the assignment is a

non-shared variable (a local stack variable or a global thread-local

variable for example).

Consider the example in Figure 10(a). In this example the as-

signment statement at line 5 reads a shared scalar variable (dst)

and assigns a local automatic variable (ret). The assignment state-

ment can be replaced with a broadcast operation if the compiler

can prove that the statement is executed concurrently by all threads

(upc_all_brodcastmust be executed collectively by all threads).

The optimized code for Figure 10(a) is shown in Figure 10(b).

The algorithm employed by the compiler can be summarized us-

ing the pseudo code in Figure 11. The algorithm processes each

procedure in the current compilation unit (line 1) separately. Given

a procedure it scans each statement in the procedure in lexical order

(line 4). It then analyzes each statement to determine whether it is a

candidate for replacement (lines 6-15). It first determines whether

the operation carried out by the statement is a store operation, or a

return statement (lines 4-5); if it is the collectivity property of the

candidate statement is computed (line 9). If the statement is not

executed by all threads consistently it is discarded (lines 10,11),

otherwise the statement is further analyzed using the pseudocode

embodied in matchPattern(lines 18-35) which determines whether

the statement satisfies the following conditions:

• is either a return statement or an assignment statement (lines

20, 24)

• for a return statement it checks whether the variable returned

is shared (lines 21,22)

• for an assignment statement it checks whether the the vari-

able stored is not a shared variable, and the variable read is a

shared scalar variable (lines 25-29)

If the statement satisfies the conditions embodied in matchPat-

tern it is transformed into a broadcast operation (line 15).

Evaluation: All experimental results for the allreduce kernel

employed in Figures 4(a) and 6(b) are employing this optimization.

In Figure 6(b) we include experimental results showing the perfor-

mance if the optimization is not deployed. The line Default(NonOpt)



1 l e t P be a p r o c edu r e i n t h e c u r r e n t c omp i l a t i o n
2 u n i t (CU) , and S be a program s t a t em e n t i n
3 p r o c edu r e P
4 f o r each s t a t em e n t S i n P
5 do {
6 l e t opcode be t h e o p e r a t i o n c a r r i e d ou t by S
7 i f opcode i s not a s t o r e o p e r a t i o n ; cont inue

8

9 c o l l e c t i v i t yM a p = u p d a t e _ c o l l e c t i v i t y _ i n f o ( S ) ;
10 i f ( ! i sExecu t edByA l lTh r e ad s ( S , c o l l e c t i v i t yM a p ) )
11 cont inue ;
12 f oundCand i d a t e = ma t c hP a t t e r n ( S ) ;
13 i f ( ! f oundCand i d a t e ) cont inue ;
14

15 t r a n s f o rm I n f oB r o a d c a s t ( S ) ;
16 }
17

18 ma t c hP a t t e r n ( Stmt S ) {
19 swi t ch ( t y p e o f Stmt S ) {
20 case Re tu rnS tmt :
21 l e t v a r be t h e v a r i a b l e r e f e r e n c e d by S ;
22 i f ( v a r i s s h a r e d ) re turn TRUE;
23 break ;
24 case Ass ignmentS tmt :
25 l e t RHS be t h e r i g h t−end s i d e e x p r e s s i o n i n S ;
26 l e t v a r be t h e l e f t−end v a r i a b l e s t o r e d by S ;
27 i f ( v a r i s not s h a r e d &&
28 RHS i s a s h a r e d s c a l a r v a r i a b l e )
29 re turn TRUE;
30 break ;
31 de f au l t ;
32 re turn FALSE ;
33 }
34 re turn FALSE ;
35 }

Figure 11: Compiler Optimization

shows that the execution effectively increase to the point where this

pattern can not be deployed on more than 1024 cores. With the op-

timization deployed the allreduce benchmark scales all the way to

46432 cores. A third line included in 6(b) is NewCollective

which shows that good scalable performance can be obtained with-

out this optimization if collectives with a new semantic are accepted

in the language standard (e.g., allreduce collective). More details

on the new collectives interface are included in Section 6.

6. NEW PROPOSED COLLECTIVES
In Section 5 we described some of the limitations of the current

collectives and how we addressed them using special compiler op-

timizations. In this section we describe a set of extensions to the

current collective interface as justified by needs from real applica-

tions. The complete specification has been presented in [4]. In this

section we briefly describe the relevant additions and as a novelty

we include experimental results for the new interface.

6.1 Communicators
Teams are arbitrary named subsets of UPC threads that collec-

tive communication operations can be invoked on. In MPI they

are called communicators. The current UPC specification does not

provide for team based collective communication and [4] proposes

the communicator interface to be added to UPC collective specifi-

cation.

A UPC team is either pre-defined (like UPC_TEAM_ALL, mean-

ing all threads) or created with a function like upc_coll_team_split().

Just like in MPI, team life cycle functions are themselves collec-

tives and have synchronizing properties, so as to avoid situations in

which e.g. a broadcast message on a newly created team overtakes

the message informing the target UPC thread about the creation of

the team.

6.2 Non-blocking collectives
The Berkeley UPC compiler [1] provides an asynchronous mem-

ory operator extensions (upc_memget_async and friends). This ex-

tension is now being proposed as a standard library for UPC [6].

Non-blocking operations have been shown to be effective to im-

prove application performance [13, 5]. We propose similar syntax

for non-blocking UPC collectives. The idea is to allow the col-

lective call to return without having completed. The user receives

a token for the collective in progress. As in MPI, the token must

be checked for completion; the collective call completes when the

check function upc_wait returns true.

6.3 Shared arrays and collectives
UPC Spec 1.2 collectives are "single-valued": all UPC threads

participating in a collective are required to submit the same buffer

as argument; failure to do so results in undefined behavior. Further-

more, while arguments to collective calls are all typed as shared

void * or similar, operation semantics interpret them as shared

arrays with finite (but variable) blocking factors. The obvious lim-

itation of this approach is that only a single shared array can be

involved in a collective at a time, frequently necessitating local

memory copies before and after the operation. The implicit type

cast part of most collective operations also complicates the writing

of correct code, since what looks like a contiguous index space to

the user is broken up into strided accesses in the collective and vice

versa. Our proposed API corrects this problem by relaxing some of

the requirements on user buffers, and moving the interface closer

to an MPI-like feel." We allow multi-valued arguments. In other

words, different threads can specify different pointers-to- shared in

a call to the same collective. We require that the buffers submitted

in each collective call be affine to the calling thread. Each thread

processes data that actually is affine to that thread.

6.4 Team collectives evaluation
In Figure 13 we include an example of a simple UPC program

extended to use teams and non blocking collectives on teams. For

more details on the semantic of the functions involved please con-

sult [4]. Lines 4 and 6 show how new teams can be created. In this

particular example the user provides a two dimensional thread lay-

out containing the number of the threads on X and Y dimensions.

Thus the total number of threads will be the product of threads in

the two dimensions. A first set of teams is created for each row of

threads while a second set of teams is created for each column of

threads. Subsequently collectives can be invoked on each of these

teams. Lines 9-10 show how we benchmarked the barrier collec-

tive on teams while lines 12-23 shows the allreduce evaluation. For

allreduce we declare two shared arrays (Lines 12, 13), we find the

shared pointer pointing to the beginning of the local data (Lines

14, 15), and we invoke an allreduce on the rows team. In this

particular example we reduce an integer from src to dst using

the addition as the reduction operator. Flags are passed to enforce

a barrier before and after the reduction. The handle used as the last

argument can be used to wait for the operation completion.

In Figure 12 we show the scaling of barrier, allreduce and broad-

cast collective on sub teams. The point to point implementations

were used in this case for all three collectives. On the X axis we

include the number of threads as a two dimensional layout. For ex-

ample for the 64 × 64 case there were 64 row teams, each team in
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Figure 12: Individual Team Collectives

1 up c c o l l _ t e am_ t comms [ 2 ] ;
2 i n t myTrow = MYTHREAD/ Tcol ;
3 i n t myTcol = MYTHREAD%Tcol ;
4 u p c c o l l _ t e am _ s p l i t (UPC_TEAM_ALL,
5 myTrow , myTcol ,&(comms [ 0 ] ) ) ;
6 u p c c o l l _ t e am _ s p l i t (UPC_TEAM_ALL,
7 myTcol , myTrow ,&(comms [ 1 ] ) ) ;
8

9 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n i t e r s ; i ++)
10 u p c c o l l _ b a r r i e r ( comms [ 0 ] , 0 , &hb ) ;
11

12 s h a r e d i n t s r c [THREADS] ;
13 s h a r e d i n t d s t [THREADS] ;
14 s h a r e d i n t ∗ s h _ l o c a l = s r c + MYTHREAD;
15 s h a r e d i n t ∗ d s t _ l o c a l = d s t + MYTHREAD;
16 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n i t e r s ; i ++)
17 u p c c o l l _ a l l r e d u c e ( s r c _ l o c a l ,
18 d s t _ l o c a l ,
19 nelems ,
20 UPC_INT ,
21 UPC_ADD,
22 comms [ 0 ] ,
23 UPC_IN_ALLSYNC | UPC_OUT_ALLSYNC, &hb ) ;

Figure 13: UPC teams and collectives on teams

turn having 64 members. The total number of threads in this case is

4096. Figure 12(a) shows the scaling of the three collectives con-

sidered as we increase the number of row teams employed. As ex-

pected the execution time is relatively flat for all three collectives.

This means that the collectives are progressing independently in

each team and scalable performance can be achieved by applica-

tion using them.

A second experiment with collectives on teams is included in

Figure 12(b). In this case we scale both the team size and the num-

ber of teams. For each two consecutive points on the X axis both

the team size and the number of teams is doubled. From the pre-

vious experiment included we concluded that the number of row

teams doesn’t affect the performance. The linear increase in exe-

cution time is mainly due to the increasing team size. The linear

increase is expected, a sub optimal algorithm exhibiting a super-

linear increase of the execution time. For example for barrier, for

32 × 32 threads, the execution time is around 9µs which is the

same as the execution time for the P2P collective on 32 threads as

reported in Figure 3(a).

Thus based on this preliminary evaluation we envision that good

performance can be obtained by employing teams and collectives

in an UPC application.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we included a comprehensive discussion on the col-

lective operation currently implemented by the IBM xlUPC com-

piler. We showed their performance and discussed limitations as

exposed by simple benchmarks provided by our clients. We have

shown that these limitations can be overcome either by using ad-

vanced compiler optimizations or by extending the current standard

with new collectives. We have also shown that additional expres-

sivity and performance can be obtained if the language is extended

with the notion of teams, and non blocking collectives on teams

We have shown the scalability of the IBM xlUPC collectives on

a large modern parallel machine and included experimental results

when using up to 46432 cores. When larger machine configurations

will be available we plan to further evaluate the performance and

ensure that the collectives will appropriately scale.
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